are measured for CW-DR and Ramsey-DR schemes, respectively. In the Ramsey-DR operation, thanks to the separation of light and microwave interactions in time, the light-shift effect has been suppressed which allows improving the long-term clock stability as compared to CW-DR operation. Implementations in miniature atomic clocks are considered.
Introduction
Since the first invention of lamp-pumped rubidium (Rb) clocks in the 1960's [1, 2] , the demand for a stable, reliable, and compact Rb frequency standard with low power consumption has been growing, for various applications fields such as industry, telecommunication, navigation, space applications (e.g. GPS [3] , GALILEO [4] and COMPASS [5] ). Recently, thanks to the semiconductor laser technology, laser-pumped Rb clocks have been considered in several studies, for their better optical pumping efficiency results in short-term frequency stabilities at least one order of magnitude better than their lamp-pumped counterparts [6] [7] [8] [9] . This opened up also several new schemes for vapour-cell atomic clocks, such as the continuous-wave (CW) Rb clock [9] , coherent population trapping (CPT) Cs clock [10] and pulsed optical pumping (POP) Rb clock [11] . In this paper we report our studies on high-performance Rb frequency standards based on the laser-microwave double-resonance (DR) scheme, using both CW and Ramsey interrogation. Both CW-DR and Ramsey-DR schemes require two resonant electromagnetic fields of light and microwave. In the case of CW-DR, the laser optically pumps the vapour of the Rb atoms by creating a polarization of the atomic ground-state; simultaneously the microwave field, generated from a quartz oscillator and is near-resonant with the 87 Rb hyperfine clock transition (energy levels 5 2 S 1/2 │F g =1, m F =0˃ ↔│F g =2, m F =0˃), is applied. The opacity of the Rb vapour to the transmitted light signal as a function of microwave frequency is a measure of the atomic ground state polarization known as CW-DR signal [9] . In CW-DR, the steps of optical pumping, microwave interrogation and optical detection are applied simultaneously ( figure  1(b) ). In the case of Ramsey-DR, these three sequences are separated in time, see figure 1(c): first, during optical pumping a strong laser pulse creates a significant atom population imbalance between Rb. Then, in absence of the light, the microwave radiation probes the Rb clock transition using the Ramsey scheme, i.e. by two coherent π/2 microwave (Rabi) pulses of same pulse duration T 1 , amplitude and frequency, but separated by the Ramsey time T Ramsey . Finally, light of same frequency as during optical pumping but with much weaker intensity serves for optical detection and produces a narrow clock-resonance Ramsey signal [12, 13] . The setup design in the case of the CW-DR scheme is less complex with a lower volume and a lower power consumption than in the case of Ramsey-DR. Indeed, this latter requires an acousto-optical-modulator (AOM) that is used as a fast optical switch. However, in the case of the Ramsey-DR scheme, the light shifts (LS) effect (see section 3.3) can be suppressed, thanks to the separation of the light-atom and microwave-atom interactions. Furthermore, the durations and intensities of the optical pumping and detection pulses can be optimized, separately.
CW-DR and Ramsey-DR Rb clock setup
The details of our experimental clock setups for both the CW-DR and Ramsey-DR cases were previously presented in [9] and [14, 15] respectively. The same setup (see figure 1(a) ) is used for the CW-DR and Ramsey-DR schemes and contains three main components: 1) the frequency-stabilized compact laser head (LH) [16] , 2) the Physics Package (PP, containing the Rb cell and magnetron cavity) with an overall volume < 0.8 dm The laser source is a distributed-feedback (DFB) laser diode emitting at 780 nm (Rb D2 transition). Its frequency is stabilized to the sub-Doppler 5S 1/2 , F = 1  5P 3/2 , F = 1, 2 cross-over resonance, using an evacuated 87 Rb reference cell that is integrated in the laser-head (LH) assembly [16] . In the case of the Ramsey-DR scheme, an AOM operated in double-pass (not required for CW-DR scheme) is implemented in the LH [17] and serves for: 1) laser output switching to control the durations of the pumping and detection pulses, 2) frequency shifting by -160 MHz, and 3) the control of the laser output power. The PP contains a home-made 25 mm diameter and length glass cell filled with an enriched 87 Rb vapour and 26 mbar total buffer-gas pressure (mixture of Argon and Nitrogen, P Ar /P N2 =1.6). The cell has a 25 mm long stem acting as a reservoir for the Rb atoms. The Rb vapour cell is placed in a compact magnetron-type cavity with a total external volume of 45 cm 3 . The cavity resonates at the 87 Rb clock's transition frequency of ≈6.835 GHz, in a TE 011 -like mode with a relatively low loaded quality factor Q≈200 [18] . This magnetron-type resonator is a good candidate to be also used in the case of Ramsey-DR scheme as it shows a highly uniform microwave magnetic field distribution across the vapour cell. This results in a high contrast Ramsey signal since most of the Rb atoms experienced well approximated π/2 -pulses [15] . A C-field coil around the resonator generates a static magnetic field (typical amplitude ≈40 mG) oriented parallel to the laser propagation vector (z direction). This static field is required to lift the degeneracy of 87 Rb hyperfine ground states into their respective Zeeman levels. A two-layer magnetic shield surrounds the whole system to prevent the external magnetic field fluctuations. The photodetector collects the detection signal after the cell. The LO consists of an oven controlled crystal oscillator (OCXO), the microwave synthesizer to generate the ≈6.835 GHz radiation for 87 Rb clock transition interrogation and the servo loop [19] .
Experimental Results

DR and Ramsey signals
As explained in the previous section, in the case of the CW-DR scheme both resonant optical and microwave fields act simultaneously ( figure 1(b) ). The light power transmitted through the cell (as function of the microwave frequency) constitutes the clock signal used to adjust the frequency of the LO. For this scheme the optimized DR signal is shown by the solid red line in figure 2 . Here, the laser intensity is 0.46 μW/mm 2 and the microwave input power is -34 dBm. The signal can be well fitted by a Lorentzian line shape with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) Δν 1/2 =334 Hz, which is limited by optical and microwave power broadening, and a contrast of C=26% [9] .
The pulse sequences for the case of the Ramsey-DR scheme are shown in figure 1(c), using the following parameters: 1) optical pumping pulse time T p =0.4 ms with a laser power of about 15 mW, 2) two π/2 microwave pulses with the duration of T 1 =0.4 ms and input power (to the cavity) of 20 dBm, 
Short-term clock stability
The signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) limits the short-term stability (at τ=1 to 100 s) of a passive Rb clock and can be estimated by [9] :
where N psd is the power-spectral density of the detection noise when microwave and pump laser are switched on (in closed-loop condition) and D is the discriminator slope of the error signal. Here, N psd includes shot-noise, laser's amplitude-modulation (AM) noise and FM-to-AM noise conversion in the vapour cell [20] . Moreover, in the case of the Ramsey-DR scheme, contributions of AOM's additional noises are also added [15] . For the CW-DR scheme the clock's shot-noise limit is estimated as 4.9×10
, by replacing N psd in (1) with the shot-noise level. In the Ramsey-DR scheme with optical detection the shot-noise limit can be estimated by [11] 
where Q a ≈ 4.3×10
7 is the quality factor of the clock transition and T c = 4.95 ms is the cycle time of the pulse sequence. The signal-to-noise ratio R sn for our clock is at the level of 30000 [14] and the final expected shot-noise stability limit is σ sn (τ) ≈ 1.7×10
The total short-term clock stability of σ y (τ) includes, in addition to the S/N limit, the contributions from the LO's phase noise through the Dick effect [21] and from laser intensity and frequency fluctuations via the light-shifts (LS), and can be expressed as [7] : Table 1 shows the measured short-term instability budget for both CW-DR and Ramsey-DR schemes. The dominant source for this stability is the optical detection noise which mainly originates from the technical laser noise and FM-to-AM noise conversion in the cell [15, 18] . Table 1 . Short-term instability budget comparison for both CW-DR and Ramsey-DR Rb clocks.
Instability
Shot-noise limit (τ
4.9×10 -14
1.2×10 
Light shifts (LS)
Light shifts (or AC Stark shifts) are the shifts of the atomic energy levels arising when a near-resonant optical field interacts with an atom [22, 23] . With the clock frequency ν clock , we define the intensity LS coefficient α=δν clock /δI L (at fixed laser frequency ν L ) and the frequency LS coefficient β=δν clock /δν L (at fixed laser intensity I L ). Measured LS coefficients in the CW-DR scheme are α=1.0×10 -12 /% and β=1.2×10 -11 /MHz [9] , more than one order of magnitude higher than α=2.1×10 -14 /% and β=4.6×10 -13 /MHz in the Ramsey-DR case [17] . In principle, LS can be fully suppressed in a Ramsey scheme. The residual LSs found in Ramsey-DR mode might be due to the position shift effect (non-uniform spatial distribution of microwave field and laser absorption rate) [12] , residual coherence at the beginning of the first Ramsey pulse [24] and residual non-zero light power during the Ramsey phase.
Microwave power shift (PS)
In both cases of optical-microwave DR interrogation schemes, the spatial inhomogeneity of the optical and microwave fields as well as the residual gradients of the static magnetic field can cause a position dependent inhomogeneous shift on the clock hyperfine frequency. This depends on the microwave power and is called microwave power shift [25] . The microwave power shift coefficients for CW-DR and Ramsey-DR are measured 2.2×10 -12 /μW and 1.8×10 -12 /μW, respectively [9, 17] .
Systematic shifts and long-term clock stability
We evaluate the limitations on the medium-to long term frequency stability of our Rb clocks arising from systematic shifts. The contributions from the main physical perturbations such as intensity and frequency LS, microwave power shift, vapour cell and stem temperature coefficients (TC) are measured. Table 2 summarizes and compares the long-term instability budgets for our CW and Ramsey DR clocks, at τ=10 internal volume microfabricated Rb cell and a micro-loop-gap resonator, by numerical simulations using the model described in [15] . First results show that Ramsey signals with a narrow central fringe (760 Hz FWHM) and > 30% contrast may be expected. Such a miniature Ramsey DR clock could be a good candidate for achieving short-term stabilities of ≤ 1×10 
Conclusion
We have studied compact Rb atomic clocks based on both CW-DR and Ramsey-DR schemes, using the same clock setup with a clock resonator Physics Package of only 0.8 litres overall volume. CW-DR and Ramsey signals with contrasts of 26% and 35%, and FWHMs of 334 Hz and 160 Hz, respectively, are shown. The measured short-term clock stabilities are ≈2×10 (at =1 to 100 s) in both schemes, with optical detection noise being the main limitation. On medium-to long-term scales (10 4 s) the main limiting effects in the CW-DR scheme are the LS and stem TC, which can be reduced by about one order of magnitude by passing to the Ramsey-DR scheme and implementing a new cell design, respectively. A final clock stability of < 1×10 
